Part 1

(12) Junior Police Call in any order (18) Cooking Club in any order
(13) Science Society in any order (19) Reading Club in any order
(14) School Band in any order (20) Social Services Club in any order
(15) Basketball Team (16) Gardening Club
(17) Boy Scouts

Remarks
- Award a score of 1 for each correct answer
- Award a score of 0 for an incorrect answer or unattempted question

Part 2

(21) 6 (25) X (29) F
(22) X (26) 5 (30) O
(23) 2 (27) 3 (31) O
(24) 4 (28) 1 (32) F

Remarks
- Award a score of 1 for each correct answer
- Award a score of 0 for an incorrect answer or unattempted question

Part 3

(33) His/Her teacher asked him/her (to read it). in any order
(34) X // unknown // not provided/given // N.A. // Nil
(35) John pirates
(36) captain in any order
(38) D
(39) E
(40) C
(41) His/Her friends told him/her (this was a very good book).
(42) 50 years ago

Remarks
- Award a score of 1 for each correct answer
  Answers 38, 39 and 45, 46, 47 – 1 mark for correct answer
  – 1 mark for correct order
- Award a score of 0 for an incorrect/illegible/no answer
- ( ) indicates (a) word(s)/phrase(s) which is/are NOT essential to the answer
- / indicates (an) alternative, acceptable word(s)/phrase(s) within an answer
- // indicates (an) alternative answer(s)
- For Questions (33) & (41), do not penalize students for grammatical or spelling mistakes that do not interfere with the communication of ideas.